
Образцы практических заданий по клиническому  разделу для студентов, 
обучающихся на английском языке 

 
Clinic 1      № 1 
1. Give the initial Greek roots and their Latin equivalents in dictionary form: 
 1. mouth 2. nose 3. rectum  
2.  Give the Latin dictionary form and the full definition in English of the terms: 
 1. thoracometry 2. otogenic 3. pediatrician 4. hemogram  
3. Make up the Latin dictionary form of one-word terms with the following 
meaning: 
 1. X-ray photograph of mamma 2. results of quantitative and qualitative 
examination of blood 3. branch of clinical medicine treating rectum diseases 4. 
medical specialist  treating  inner organs 
 
Clinic 2      № 1 
1. Give the initial Greek roots and their Latin equivalents in dictionary form: 
 1. vessel 2. slow 3. finger or toe  
2.  Give the Latin dictionary form and the full definition in English of the terms: 
 1. cephalalgia 2. pharmacophobia 3.  nephrogenic 4.  xerostomia 
3. Make up the Latin dictionary form of one-word terms with the following 
meaning: 
 1. any disease affecting a joint 2. impairment of any voice 3. the X-ray 
examination of the great vessels and the chambers of the heart  4. the rash or 
eruption on the mucous tissue 
 
 
Clinic 3      № 1 
1. Give the initial Greek roots and their Latin equivalents in dictionary form: 
 1.  short 2.  cell 3.  sugar 
2.  Give the Latin dictionary form and the full definition in English of the terms: 
 1. aglossia  2. micromastia  3.  polyavitaminosis  4.  podagra  
3. Make up the Latin dictionary form of one-word terms with the following 
meaning: 
 1. abnormal sluggishness of physical movements  2. the origin and 
development of morbid condition; extremely rapid breathing  3.  dilatation of the 
stomach  4.  the origin and development of bone marrow 
 
 
Clinic 4      № 1 
1. Give the initial Greek roots and their Latin equivalents in dictionary form: 
 1. body 2. psyche 3. plant 
2.  Give the Latin dictionary form and the full definition in English of the terms: 
 1. iridodiagnostics 2. proctodiagnostics 3. pharmacotherapy 4. phthisiologist  
3. Make up the Latin dictionary form of one-word terms with the following 
meaning: 



 1. science studying drugs and their usage 2. treatment by means of natural or 
artificial  physical factors 3. specialist studying forms of life and living organisms 
4. specialist studying the man in the process of his evolution 
 
 
Multiwords terms 1   №1 

1. Give the dictionary form of every word and the full definition of the 
italicized words; translate the multiword terms into English: 
a) abdōmen acūtum; b) diabētes mellītus; c) diagnōsis aetiologĭсa; d) febris 
continua;  
e) fetor ex ore sive halitōsis; 

2. Give the dictionary form of every word and the full definition of the 
italicized words; translate the multiword terms into Latin: 
a) acute suppurative bronchitis; b) allergic stomatitis; c) cardinal symptoms;  
d) cerebrospinal hereditary paralysis; e) chronic superficial dermatitis; f) collapse 
of the lung; 
 
Multiword terms 2   №1 

1. Give the dictionary form of every word and the full definition of the 
italicized words; translate the multiword terms into English: 
a) alopecia occipitālis neonatōrum; b) gastrorrhoea continua chronica; c) 
granulōma benignum glandŭlae thyroideae; d) infectio latens; infammatio 

2. Give the dictionary form of every word and the full definition of the 
italicized words; translate the multiword terms into Latin: 
a) acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS); b) benign lymphocytic 
meningitis;  
c) cerebral oedema; d) chronic glossitis with anaemia; e) diffuse goitre; f) direct 
metastasis;  
 
 
Multiword terms 3   №1 

1. Give the dictionary form of every word and the full definition of the 
italicized words; translate the multiword terms into English: 
a) abscessus gingivālis; b) avulsio nervi phrenĭci; c) calсŭlus venōsus; d) 
carcinōma in situ;  
e) combustio thermālis faciēi; 

2. Give the dictionary form of every word and the full definition of the 
italicized words; translate the multiword terms into Latin: 
a) breast amputation; b) chemical burn of the oesophagus; c) closed fracture of the 
right femur; d) concussion of the retina; e) evisceration of  the eye; f) functional 
aortic stenosis;  
 
 
 
 



 
 


